Search Guide to *The Bell Index*

*The Bell* Index is searchable by various terms, including subject, genre, author, year, and geographic origin of author and subject, when known. A term referring to any one of these categories may be entered in the “Search” box in order to retrieve citations for related articles or creative pieces from *The Bell*.

*The Bell* Index does not currently provide full-text versions of the contents of *The Bell*, but according to WorldCat, at least 89 libraries in North America, Ireland, the UK and Australia hold copies of the magazine in print or microfiche formats. Using the citation information provided by *The Bell* Index, you can pinpoint articles, essays, short stories, poems, and reviews that are relevant to your area of interest.

Listed below are the subject terms, genres, and geographic locations that have been catalogued in *The Bell* Index. If you are searching based on geographic location, you should try various searches based on country, city, and, within Ireland, county.

If you are searching for book reviews or art reviews based on the work of an individual writer or artist, you may enter the individual’s name in the “Search” box to retrieve a list of the relevant reviews that appeared in the pages of *The Bell*. A list of the individual names catalogued in *The Bell* index also appears below.

**Subject list:**

Abbey Theatre  
Abortion  
Adoption  
Advertising  
Agriculture  
Air travel  
Alcohol use  
Anglo-Irish  
Architecture  
Art  
Atomic bomb  
Banking  
Belfast  
Belfast Arts Theatre  
Books  
Business  
Card playing  
Censorship  
Children's literature  
Civil War  
Comics  
Commonwealth
London
Magazines
Marriage
Marshall Plan
Mathematics
Medicine
Mental Health
Modernism
Mother and Child Scheme
Museums
Music
Nationalism
Nationalism
Nature
Nature
Neutrality
Neutrality
Northern Ireland
Northern Ireland
Opera
Orange Order
Painting
Partition
Philosophy
Photography
Pigeon Racing
Poetry
Politics and government
Prisons
Radio
Religion
Rock of Cashel
Rural life
Shipping
Signal Fires
Social class
Social conditions
social life and customs
Socialism
Sport
Stamps
Sugan Chairs
Surrealist
Sweepstakes
Tax
Teachers
The Bell
The Land of Spices
Belfast
Belgium
Brazil
Burma
Canada
Carlow
Cavan
Clare
Cork
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Derry
Donegal
Down
Dublin
England
Fermanagh
France
Galway
Germany
Greece
Hungary
India
Israel
Italy
Kerry
Kildare
Kilkenny
Laois
Limerick
Louth
Mayo
Mexico
Monaghan
Netherlands
Northern Ireland
Offaly
Palestine
Poland
Roscommon
Russia
Scotland
Sligo
Spain
Sweden
Tipperary
Tyrone
USA
Vietnam
Wales
Waterford
Wexford
Wicklow
Yugoslavia

Individual names as listed in The Bell Index:

A.E.
Abrahams, Peter
Acton, Harold
Adderley, Thomas
Aiken, Conrad
Aldanov, Mark
Alexander VI
Allen, W. Gore
Allingham, William
Anouilh, Jean
Aragon, Louis
Ardizzone, Edward
Arnstein, Flora J.
Asquith, Cynthia
Auchmuty, J.J.
Austen, Jane
Bagnall, Stephen
Bailey, Kenneth C.
Baker, Denys Val
Balfe, Michael
Ball, Arthur
Banting, John
Barlow, Nora
Barrie, J.M.
Barrington, Margaret
Bateson, F.W.
Bax, Arnold
Bax, Arnold (Sir)
Beaton, Cecil
Beck, Warren
Beckett, Samuel
Belgion, Montgomery
Bell, Sam Hanna
Bennett, Louie
Bentley, Phyllis
Bernard, Jean Jacques
Berridge, Elizabeth
Bethell, S.L.
Betjeman, John
Bickerstaffe, Isaac
Birch, P. (Rev.)
Blackham, Dorothy
Blake, William
Blakiston, Noel
Blanchard, Paul
Blok, Alexander
Blunden, Edmund
Blunt, Wilfrid
Blythe, Ernest
Blythe, Ernest
Bodkin, Thomas
Booth, Bradford Allen
Bores, Francisco
Bowen, Elizabeth
Boyd, Victor
Boyd-Barrett, E.
Boydell, Brian
Branch, Newton
Brandon, E.A. (Rev.)
Brennan, Elizabeth
Bridie, James
Bromfield, Louis
Bronte, Charlotte
Bronte, Emily
Brooks, Harold F.
Brophy, John
Brown, Francis
Brown, Ivor
Browne, Noel
Browning, Robert
Brugha, Cathal
Bullard, Margaret
Burke, Richard
Burns, Robert
Butler, Hubert
Byrne, Seamus
Cadell, James
Campbell, Joseph
Campbell, Roy
Camus, Albert
Carey, May
Carleton, William
Carney, Frank
Carroll, Paul Vincent
Case, Arthur E.
Cervantes, Miguel
Chapman, Hester
Cheavasa, Moirin
Chekhov, Anton
Churchill, Winston
Clarke, Austin
Clarke, Desmond
Clemo, Jack R.
Clifford, Sigerson
Clough, Arthur Hugh
Coates, Stephen
Cogan, Maurice
Cole, Maurice
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor
Collis, John Stewart
Collis, Louise
Collis, Maurice
Collis, Robert
Colquhoun, Archibald
Comfort, Alexander
Congreve, William
Connolly, Cyril
Connolly, James
Connolly, James B.
Connolly, Thurloe
Constant, Benjamin
Coppard, A.E.
Corrigan, A.J.
Craig, Maurice J.
Craig, Maurice James
Crompton, John
Cronin, A.J.
Cross, Eric
Cummins, P.D.
Curtis, Jean-Louis
Curtiss, Mina
Daiken, Leslie
Dali, Salvador
D'Arcy, M.C.
Darwin, Charles
Davie, Donald
Davis, Thomas
Day Lewis, Cecil
de Faoite, Seamus
de Gennaro, Gaetano
de la Bedoyere, Michael
de Maupassant, Guy
de Valera, Eamon
De Vere, Aubrey
Deevy, Teresa
Devlin, Denis
Dickens, Charles
Dickinson, G. Lowes
Dickinson, Patrick
Digby, J.P.
Digby, Margaret
Dignam, Ike
Dillon, Myles
Dobree, Bonamy
Donaghy, John Lyle
Doolin, W.
Dorman, Sean
Douglas, George
Douglas, Keith
Doyle, Lynn
du Maurier, George
Duff, Charles
Duncan, Ronald
Dunne, Chavelita
Dunsany, Edward (Lord)
Durrell, Lawrence
Dvořák, Antonín
Eberhart, Richard
Edgeworth, Maria
Edward VIII
Edwards, Hilton
Edwards, James
Eliot, T.S.
Ellman, Richard
Elwin, Malcolm
Emmanuel
Emmet, Robert
Evans, Caradoc
Evans, E. Estyn
Everett, Katherine
Fallon, Padraic
Farr, Florence
Farrell, M.J.
Farren, Robert
Faulkner, William
Faure, Gabriel
Fedin, Constantin
Fielding, A.W.
Fitzgerald, Barbara
Fitzgerald, F. Scott
FitzGerald, Fergus N.
Flaubert, Gustave
Fleischmann, Aloys
Flower, Robin
Fogazzaro, Antonio
Foote, Samuel
Fordham, Hallam
Forster, E.M.
Fox, R.M.
Freeman, William
Frost, Robert
Fry, Christopher
Fyfe, James
Gable, Mariella (Sister)
Gandon, James
Ganly, Andrew
Garcia Lorca, Federico
Gardner, W.H.
Gascoyne, David
Gerard, John
Gibbings, Robert
Gibbon, Monk
Giedion-Welcher, C.
Gielgud, John
Gilchrist, Alexander
Giles, G.C.T.
Gillespie, Leslie
Gillett, Eric
Gilpinan, D.J.
Gittings, Robert
Goldsmith, Oliver
Gonne, Maud
Gorman, Herbert
Goyen, William
Graignamanagh
Graves, Robert
Gray, Alexander
Greacen, Robert
Green, Kathleen D.
Greene, David H.
Greene, Graham
Gregory, Augusta
Gregory, Augusta (Lady)
Grierson, H.J.C.
Grigson, Geoffrey
Guinness, Bryan
H.D.
Hanson, R.P.C.
Hardy, Thomas
Hartely, L.P.
Hartford, R.R.
Hartley, L.P.
Harvey, B.
Hatfield, C.W.
Hayes, Richard
Hayward, Richard
Healy, Gerard
Hemingway, Ernest
Henn, T.R.
Henry, Francoise
Henry, Paul
Heron, Barney
Heseltine
Heseltine, Nigel
Hewitt, Jocelyn
Hewitt, John
Higgins, F.R.
Hoagland, Kathleen
Hobhouse, Christopher
Hogan, James
Hogerzeil, Han
Home, John Godfrey
Hone, Joseph
Honig, Edwin
Hopkins, Gerard Manley
Houghton, Alan
Howard, Albert (Sir)
Hughes, Cledwyn
Hughes, Spike
Hull, R.F.C.
Hutchinson, W.R.
Huxley, Aldous
Huxley, Elspeth
Hyde, Douglas
I Mhurchadha, Ghearoid
Ibsen, Henrik
Ireland, Denis
Iremonger, Valentin
Irvine, John
Irwin, Thomas
Irwin, Thomas Caulfield
Isaacs, J.
Jackson, Holbrook
Jackson, Kenneth Hurlstone
Jackson, R. Wyse
Jackson, T.A.
James, D.G.
James, Fr.
James, Henry
James, Lionel
Jarmain, John
Jeffares, Alexander Norman
Jennett, Sean
Johnston, Denis
Jones, Gwyn
Jones, Timothy Angus
Jonson, Ben
Joseph, Bertram
Joyce, James
Kafka, Franz
Kanin, Garson
Kavanagh, Mary
Kavanagh, Patrick
Kavanagh, Peter
Kazantzaki, Nikos
Keats, John
Kelly, Liam
Kenmare, Dallas
Kennedy, Maurice
Kennedy, Ralph
Ketton-Cremer, R.W.
Kevin, Neil
Keyes, Sidney
Kiely, Benedict
Kilvert, Robert
King, F.C.
King, Francis
Kinsella, Thomas
Knowles, Vernon
Knox, R.A.
Koestler, Arthur
Lacy, Peter
Lagerkvist, Par
Lake, Elizabeth
Lamont, Archie
Lane, Temple
Larkin, Jim
Lasker-Schuler, Else
Laughton, Freda
Laverty, Maura
Lavin, Mary
Lavrin, Janko
Lawrence, T.E.
Layard, John
Leahy, Frederick
Leask, H.G.
Lecky, William
Ledwidge, Francis
Lee, Gerald
Lee, Laurie
Lee-Hsieh
LeFanu, Sheridan
Lehmann, John
Lemarchand, Jacques
Leslie, Leonie
Leslie, Shane
Letters, F.J.H.
Leverson, Ada
Levin, Harry
Levy, Ferdinand
Lewis, Wyndham
Lindsay, Maurice
Linton, John
Loisy, Alfred
Longford, Christine
Longford, Edward (Lord)
Longford, Lord
Loudan, Jack
Lover, Samuel
Lynch, Patricia
Lynch-Robinson, Christopher (Sir)
Lynd, Robert
Mac an Bhaird, Laoiseach
Mac Grianna, Seosamh
Mac Liam, Seoirse
Mac Liammoir, Micheal
Mac Muireadhaigh, Niall
MacCurdy, J.T.
MacDiarmid, Hugh
MacDonagh, Donagh
MacDonagh, John
MacDonagh, Patrick
MacDowell, R.B.
MacGill, Patrick
MacGreevy, Thomas
MacGrian, Michael
Macken, Walter
Mackinder, Dorothy
MacLaverty, Michael
MacLiammoir, Micheal
MacMahon, Bryan
MacManus, Francis
MacManus, M.J.
MacNamara, Brinsley
MacNeice, Louis
MacNeill, Eoin
Maire
Mallow, Sylvia (Lady)
Malone, R. F.
Malraux, Andre
Mannin, Ethel
Mansergh, Nicholas
Manzoni, Alessandro
Marceau, Marcel
Margoliouth, H.M.
Maritain, Jacques
Marsden, Ruth
Marsh, Arnold
Marshall Plan
Marshall, Norman
Masefield, John
Mathew, David
Matsse, Henri
Maurois, Francois
Maurois, Andre
Maxwell, Constantia
May, Frederick
Mayne, Rutherford
McCann, John
McCintock, H.F.
McDermott, R.P.
McFadden, Roy
McGuire, E.A.
McLaverty, Michael
McNeill, Margaret
McQuaid, John Charles
McSorley, Edward
Meldon, Maurice G.
Mercier, Vivian
Merriman, Bryan
Michaux
Miller, Arthur
Miller, Henry
Milne, Ewart
Mogey, John
Moliere
Molloy, M.J.
Molloy, Michael
Molnar, Ferenc
Molony, Eileen
Montgomery, John K.
O'Donovan, Harry
O'Duffy, Eimar
O'Faolain, Sean
O'Faolain, Eileen
O'Flaherty, Kathleen
O'Flaherty, Liam
O'Halpin, Patrick
O'Hara, John
O'Hare, Nora
Olivier, Edith
O'Mahony, Eoin
O'Neill, Eugene
O'Neill, Hugh
O'Neill, Joseph
Orme, Rowan
Orwell, George
O'Sullivan, D.J.
O'Sullivan, D.J.
O'Sullivan, Donal
Otway, Caesar
Paige, D.D.
Parnell, Charles Stewart
Pasternak, Boris
Peacock, Ronald
Phelan, Jim
Phibbs, Richard
Pignon, Edouard
Pim, Sheila
Pinero
Pinto, Vivion De Sola
Pirandello, Luigi
Plato
Plunkett, Horace
Plunkett, James
Pope, Alexander
Porteous, A.A.
Porter, Katherine Anne
Potts, Paul
Pound, Ezra
Power, Crawford
Powys, John Cowper
Preston, Raymond
Pritchett, V.S.
Proust, Marcel
Pudney, John
Purcell, Patrick
Purdom, C.B.
Purser, Sarah
Pushkin, Alexander
Queffelec, Henri
Quinn, Owen
Raine, Kathleen
Raymond, M. (Rev.)
Rayner, John
Read, Herbert
Reavey, George
Reddin, Kenneth
Redmond, Liam
Reed, Henry
Reid, Forrest
Reid, Nano
Remizov, Alexei
Rhys, Keidrych
Richmond, Kenneth
Ridler, Anne
Rieu, E.V.
Rilke, Rainer Maria
Roberts, Kate
Robinson, Henry Morton
Robinson, Lennox
Rodale, J.I.
Rodgers, W.R.
Rodman, Selden
Romilly, Giles
Rooney, Philip
Rose, Francis
Ross, Martin [Violet Martin]
Routh, Jonathan
Rowan, Hamilton
Rowse, A.L.
Runyon, Damon
Russell, George
Russell, Sean
Rutty, John
Ryan, Desmond
Ryan, Frank
Rye, Anthony
Sackville-West, V.
Sadoul, Georges
Sansom, Clive
Sansom, William
Sarabhai, Bharati
Saroyan, William
Sartre, Jean Paul
Sassoon, Siegfried
Savonarola, Girolamo (Fra)
Schulberg, Budd
Sgeilg
Shakespeare, William
Shane, Elizabeth
Shaw, G.B.
Shaw, T.E.
Shearman, Hugh
Sheehan (Canon)
Sheehan, Patrick
Sheehy, Edward
Sheils, George
Sheridan, John D.
Sherman, John D.
Shiels, George
Sitwell, Edith
Sitwell, Osbert
Sitwell, Sacheverall
Smith, F.D.
Smith, J.C.
Smith, Sydney
Smyllie, R.M.
Snow, C.P.
Soldati, Mario
Somerville, Edith
Sommerfield, John
Sowerby, Benn
Spain, Margaret M. [Mary Kavanagh]
Spencer, Bernard
Spencer, Theodore
Spender, Stephen
St. John, David
Stack, C.M.
Stanford, W. Bedell
Stapleton, George
Starkie, Enid
Starkie, Walter
Steele, Richard
Stein, Gertrude
Stendhal
Stevenson, Patric
Stewart, M.L.
Stokes, Adrian
Street, A.G.
Strindberg, August
Strong, L.A.G.
Stuart, Francis
Stuart, Jeb
Suckling, Norman
Swift, Jonathan  
Synge, John M.  
Taylor, Elizabeth  
Taylor, Geoffrey  
Templeton, Edith  
The Midnight Court  
The Rugged Path  
Theotokas, George  
Thomas, Dylan  
Thompson, William  
Tiller, Terence  
Todd, Ruthven  
Tolstoy, Leo  
Tomelty, Joseph  
Tracy, Honor  
Treece, Henry  
Trollope, Anthony  
Turgenev, Ivan  
Tutuola, Amos  
Underhill, Jack  
Urquhart, Fred  
Ussher, Arland  
Van Hoek, Kees  
Verneuil, Louis  
Vousden, Val  
Vuillard, E.  
Waley, Arthur  
Walkinshaw, Colin  
Wall, Joseph  
Wall, Mervyn  
Walpole, Horace  
Walsh, Maurice  
Walsh, Michael  
Walshe, John W.  
Ward, James  
Warner, Rex  
Waugh, Evelyn  
Webb, D.A.  
Welch, Denton  
Welles, Orson  
Werfel, Franz  
Whistler, James  
Whitaker, Malachi  
White, Gilbert  
White, Terence de Vere  
Wilcox, Barbara  
Wilde, Oscar  
Wilde, William
Wilder, Thornton
Wilkins, William
Williams, Charles
Williamson, Henry
Wilmot, John [Earl of Rochester]
Wilson, Edmund
Wilson, R.A.
Wodehouse, P.G.
Wolfe Tone, Theobald
Woolf, Virginia
Wordsworth, William
Worsley, T.C.
Wright, Andrew H.
Yeats, Jack
Yeats, John
Yeats, W. B.
Young, Philip
Zweig, Stefan